SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 17 November 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, sunny, winds 07, temperature high -07C

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin and James Roth
SCINI Team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Mark Bowling

- Jonas Kalin and Graham Roberts cleaned up SCINI dive site and delivered SCINI winch to SPOTSA site for transfer to LARS deck.
- Converted WHOI winch power cord to make it compatible with the SALSA drill system.
- Did power on test to WHOI winch, all VFD’s powered and showed a ready state.
- Loaded fire extinguishers for taking to field

Cargo: Crimp fitting box arrived and is ready to be packed into MEC

Note: Still on schedule. Just a few miscellaneous items to chase down and give the traverse some help to get on the road then in the dead time while the traverse is happening we will deal with the DNF and drill planning.

Report by Dennis Duling
Unloading the SCINI winch near the LARS deck

Photo by Dennis Duling
Work in full swing on SALSA traverse preparation

Photo by Jonas Kalin